Background {#Sec1}
==========

Neuroendocrine prostate cancer (NEPC) is a rare aggressive variant of prostate cancer comprising a spectrum of diseases emerging in different clinical settings, from de novo primary small cell prostatic carcinoma (SCPC) to treatment-related metastatic NEPC \[[@CR1]\]. The 2016 WHO classification of NEPC consists of adenocarcinoma with neuroendocrine differentiation (Ad+NED), well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumor, small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (synonymous with SCPC), and large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (LCNEC), of which the last two are particularly aggressive and referred to in this paper as high-grade NEPC. Prevalence of NEPC is anticipated to rise as patients with metastatic prostate cancer receive newer anti-androgen treatments and potentially develop resistance through a neuroendocrine phenotype \[[@CR2]\].

Molecular characteristics associated with high-grade NEPC include absence of androgen receptor (AR) signaling, RB loss combined with p53 dysfunction, and reduced REST activity together with up-regulation of neuroendocrine genes \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Diagnosis is often supported through immunohistochemistry (IHC) of corresponding proteins, with high-grade NEPC exhibiting the prototypical profile of negative AR, high Ki-67, and positive neuroendocrine markers. In the primary setting however, IHC studies have demonstrated PSA positivity in 17-20% of SCPC and retention of other markers associated with adenocarcinomas in up to 25%, while panels of neuroendocrine markers can be entirely negative in up to 12% \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. In the metastatic setting, intermediate NEPC-like characteristics have been observed among some adenocarcinomas progressing to androgen-independence \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. Although prognostic implications of atypical features have not been formally established, rare hybrid tumors with aggressive progression have been described \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\].

Diagnostically, NEPC may be challenging to distinguish histologically from poorly differentiated high-grade adenocarcinoma, however prompt recognition is important since NEPC is relatively resistant to anti-androgen treatment but initially sensitive to platinum-based chemotherapy. Comparisons of NEPC and adenocarcinomas have led to candidates for diagnostic markers or targeted therapy, such as AURKA \[[@CR11]\]. Studies have generally been based on few NEPC patients with classic immunophenotype and have resulted in at least 8 lists with thousands of differentially expressed genes collectively \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR11]--[@CR15]\], suggesting potential opportunity for meta-analysis. Alternatively, larger populations of NEPC tumors might be profiled by leveraging archived formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) diagnostic samples. Improved technology has demonstrated gene expression concordance between FFPE and fresh frozen tissue despite RNA degradation in FFPE, with an ability to detect molecular subtypes of prognostic and predictive importance \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\].

In this study, we first compared and assessed published NEPC gene expression studies on the level of differentially expressed gene-lists, cohort details, and gene expression signatures. Using a meta-analysis approach, we consolidated common patterns of prototypical high-grade NEPC, specifically identifying genes with consistent outlier expression among SCPC and LCNEC samples of classic immunophenotype across 6 frozen tissue microarray datasets, yielding a 69-gene model with almost indistinguishable behavior between high-grade NEPC and small cell lung cancer (SCLC). We next analyzed an FFPE exon array dataset from our institution (JHU-FFPE) profiling 16 primary SCPCs and 16 adenocarcinomas (predominantly Gleason 9), notable for inclusion of mixed cases, AR-positive SCPCs, PSA-positive SCPCs, and NE-marker negative SCPCs. Based on meta-analysis genes, we identified 3 subgroups (labeled prototypical SCPC, prototypical adenocarcinoma, and atypical SCPC) and developed a LIMMA-based 3-centroid-classifier. Although we lacked a validation set, the classifier achieved a 4.5% estimated error rate on leave-one-out cross-validation and detected SCPC-expression in 40% (2/5) of mixed adenocarcinomas and 0.3-0.6% of adenocarcinomas from radical prostatectomy (RP) cohorts, with a possible enrichment for adverse events.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

NEPC gene-lists in the literature {#Sec3}
---------------------------------

We searched the literature for published gene-lists of differentially expressed genes between NEPC and prostatic adenocarcinoma based on expression profiling of patient tumor samples or patient-derived xenografts (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR11]--[@CR15]\]. To compare gene-lists and identify common genes, we updated gene names and probe assignments with current HGNC symbols, and where possible, resolved un-annotated probes and non-standard transcripts through BLAT alignment of underlying sequences to hg19. For rough statistical assessment of similarity, we evaluated pair-wise overlaps of gene-sets via Fisher exact test, with a presumptive background of \~20000 genes.Table 1Differential expression studies between NEPC & prostatic adenocarcinomaNEPC samplesAdCa samplesGene-listStudyTypeUMLPUMLPGSUpDnWCMC mCRPCT10103225189712261132WCMC 2011T/X^a^76130305-9494460UW mCRPCT67341372412629LuCaP xenoX32111651141716MDA xenoX34131294567VPC xenoX116111254185VPC 2012T/X\*133237-9202127JHU 2009T111174141Total2911417821785Legend: (Notation): U: unique patients, T: tumor, X: xenograft, P: primary, M: metastases, L: bladder, rectum, or lymph node, GS: Gleason score, Up/Dn: size of gene-lists up/down-expressed in NEPC. (^a^): WCMC 2011 and VPC 2012 each contained one xenograft NEPC sample. (Notes): WCMC studies shared 2 NEPC patients, while UW mCRPC and LuCaP studies shared 1 NEPC patient. Adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation were grouped with NEPCs in WCMC mCRPC, with adenocarcinomas in MDA xeno, and with either cohort in UW mCRPC depending on IHC status of chromogranin and synaptophysin (NEPC when both positive). The VPC xeno gene-list cross-referenced other studies and consisted of genes with expression changes following transdifferentiation in a xenograft model, concomitant alterations in the same direction prior to transdifferentiation relative to adenocarcinomas, and exhibiting the same trend in WCMC 2011. The JHU study consisted of a single patient tumor with adjacent small cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma components

Bioinformatic processing and analysis {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

We collected various datasets for meta-analysis and ancillary tests (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Microarrays were processed by RMA-based pipelines to arrive at absolute log-intensities. Gene signatures of AR signaling (ARS) ("Hieronymus up" genes) \[[@CR18]\], neuronal phenotype (Lapuk) \[[@CR4]\], and cell cycle progression (CCP) (Cuzick) \[[@CR19]\] were scored by average expression. LIMMA and DAVID/PANTHER were used for differential expression and gene-ontology analyses \[[@CR20]\]. Details are provided in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Table 2Gene expression datasets usedDatasetPlatformSourcePatientsNEPCAdCaAd+NEDMeta-analysis NEPC datasets LuCaP xenoAgilentInternal316 VPC xenoAgilentGSE4119226 MDA xenoAffymetrix 3\'GSE32967321 MDA l-CRPCAgilentGSE33277416 UM mCRPCAgilentGSE35988233 UW mCRPCAgilentGSE661872414Other NEPC and prostate datasets SU2C (mCRPC)RNA-seqcBioPortal5^a^113\* WCMC (mCRPC)RNA-seqcBioPortal10^a^25\* TCGARNA-seqcBioPortal333 JHU-FFPEAffymetrix ExonGSE10478616161 Mayo-FFPEAffymetrix ExonGSE61126235 MSKCCAffymetrix ExonGSE21034150 UW-extraAgilentGSE779302392GRID datasets (FFPE) ProspectiveAffymetrix ExonGenomeDx2293 JHU-RPAffymetrix ExonGSE79958355 MayoAffymetrix ExonGSE46691780GSE61126Legend: ^a^NEPCs in SU2C and WCMC included adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation, SCPCs, and LCNECs, but without specification of subtype. NEPCs in other datasets were entirely SCPCs except for one LCNEC sample from MDA xeno

Outlier-based meta-analysis {#Sec5}
---------------------------

For an NEPC sample, a gene was considered an outlier if its expression was greater than 2 standard deviations and log2-fold change 1 away from the mean of the dataset's adenocarcinoma cohort. For adenocarcinomas, this definition was applied after first removing the evaluated sample from the adenocarcinoma cohort, although not possible for the smallest dataset. For each gene, the number of NEPC (or adenocarcinoma) samples with outlier up-expression or down-expression was tabulated and further summarized by patient using fractional counts for multiple samples from the same patient. Genes with outlier status in the same direction in N or more NEPC patients were referred to as meta-N genes. NEPC and adenocarcinoma centroids were similarly calculated on the patient level through fractional weights, and used for correlation-based scoring and classification.

JHU-FFPE patient sample selection {#Sec6}
---------------------------------

Thirty-three FFPE samples (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), diagnosed as 16 SCPC's, 16 high-grade adenocarcinomas (majority Gleason 9), and 1 adenocarcinoma with neuroendocrine differentiation, including 4 matched pairs from mixed tumors, were retrieved from surgical pathology and consultation files of Johns Hopkins Hospital from 1999-2013 after IRB approval and successfully processed for gene expression profiling with Human Exon 1.0 ST GeneChips (Affymetrix), as described in a previous study using 22 of these samples \[[@CR21]\]. Diagnoses were in accordance with recently proposed morphologic criteria of neuroendocrine differentiation in prostate cancer \[[@CR1]\]. A tissue microarray (TMA) containing 11 of the 33 samples with IHC of Rb1 and cyclin D1 was described previously \[[@CR21]\], and additional IHC was performed for the prostate-related markers PSA (Ventana), AR (Ventana SP107), and Nkx3.1 (Biocare), and the neuroendocrine markers chromogranin A (Ventana LK2H10), synaptophysin (Novocastra 27G12), and CD56 (Cell Marque 123C3.D5) \[[@CR1], [@CR22]\].Table 3Pathology ofPathology of JHU-FFPE dataset samplesSCPCAdCaAd+NEDGleasonBlock ageSourceTypeMixed samples (by ID) 56104_S56104_A3+42.5TURPConsult 56105_S56105_A5+42.5TURPConsult 56321_S56321_A5+414.2TURPConsult 57912_S57912_A5+40.2RPJH 56111_S5+44.2TURPConsult 561065+52.2TURPConsult 563224+41.5TURPConsult 579145+54.6BiopsyConsult 579165+43.7BiopsyConsult 579175+44.6BiopsyConsult57918_A5+43.8BiopsyConsultSmall cell only samples 5467415.9AutopsyJH 560575.7BiopsyJH 561070.9TURPConsult 561102.2TURPConsult 579152.3BiopsyConsult 579202.9BiopsyConsultAdenocarcinoma only samples575854+52.0BiopsyJH575894+52.0BiopsyJH575914+51.9BiopsyJH576194+52.6BiopsyJH576324+52.5BiopsyJH576345+52.4BiopsyJH576374+52.3BiopsyJH576404+52.1BiopsyJH576415+42.1BiopsyJH576424+52.0BiopsyJHAdenocarcinomas with NE differentiation56061_A56061_S5+43.7BiopsyJH

LIMMA-based centroid models {#Sec7}
---------------------------

For binary classification based on training subgroups A and B, LIMMA was used for feature selection (differentially expressed genes between A and B with adjusted *p*-values [\<]{.ul} 0.05), and a nearest centroid model based on A and B was developed. For ternary classification based on training subgroups A, B, and C, feature selection consisted of differentially expressed genes common to 2 or more LIMMA comparisons (A versus B, A versus C, and B versus C), and a nearest centroid model based on A, B, and C was developed. Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) with mixed pairs removed together was used to evaluate models, starting from new feature selection upon each removal.

GRID**®** database {#Sec8}
------------------

Expression profiles (N=3428) of adenocarcinomas from RP specimens were retrieved from Decipher GRID**®** prostate cancer database \[[@CR23]\], consisting of high risk cases from clinical use of the Decipher test (NCT02609269; Prospective cohort) or from retrospective institutional studies with outcomes data (JHU-RP and Mayo cohorts) \[[@CR24]--[@CR26]\]. Specimen selection, RNA extraction, and Human Exon 1.0 ST Array hybridization were done in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA/CAP/NYS)-certified laboratory facility (GenomeDx Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA) as previously described \[[@CR27]\]. Normalization was performed using Single Channel Array Normalization (SCAN).

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Literature NEPC gene-lists comprise thousands of genes with significant overlap but no universal genes despite a common NEPC immunophenotype and common gene signature patterns {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We identified 8 gene-lists from the literature comparing gene expression of NEPCs and prostatic adenocarcinomas, based on a collective total of 29 and 114 unique patients respectively (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR11]--[@CR15]\]. Cohort definitions varied slightly between studies, specifically regarding treatment of adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation, which were grouped with NEPCs in WCMC mCRPC, with adenocarcinomas in MDA xeno, and variably with either cohort depending on IHC status in UW mCRPC (grouped with NEPC when synaptophysin and chromogranin both positive). NEPC cohorts thus contained significant proportions of adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation for WCMC mCRPC and UW mCRPC (46% and 50% of NEPCs respectively), but otherwise consisted exclusively of SCPCs and one rare LCNEC for most gene-lists (6 of 8). IHC of annotated SCPCs and the LCNEC, when provided, was always negative for PSA (17/17 patients) and AR (10/10), always positive for synaptophysin (17/17), and usually positive for chromogranin (9/15). Thus most gene-lists, in particular the 6 of 8 based on SCPCs / LCNEC, corresponded to a classic NEPC immunophenotype and notably lacked AR-positive or PSA-positive SCPCs, which have been reported in 17-20% of primary SCPCs \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\].

Collectively, the 8 gene-lists consisted of 1782 up-genes and 1785 down-genes with increased and decreased expression in NEPC, including 433 (24%) and 235 (13%) common to multiple lists although some studies were not entirely independent (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). No genes were common to all lists, with the most frequent comprised of 9 largely neuronal up-genes in 5/8 lists (BSN, CRMP1, GPRIN1, INA, MAST1, MYT1, RAB3C, SNAP25, UNC13A) and 5 largely androgen-related down-genes in 4/8 lists (CYP1B1, KLK2, KLK3, STEAP1, TRPV6). Gene-lists demonstrated pair-wise similarity, often related to cohort or statistical details (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S**2**); the study with greatest statistical power (WCMC mCRPC) generated the largest list (\>2000 genes) \[[@CR8]\] and overlapped most with other gene-lists, while comparisons of metastatic NEPC versus primary adenocarcinoma (WCMC 2011, VPC 2012) resulted in enrichment of metastasis-associated genes (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S**3**).

We obtained available NEPC gene expression data corresponding to 5 of the 8 gene-lists, 3 more studies with known SCPCs (including an FFPE dataset from our institution), and 1 study (SU2C) with rare NEPCs consisting mostly (80%) of adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Gene signature scores were used to assess samples (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), similar to a recent study \[[@CR7]\]. Annotated SCPCs (and the LCNEC) from frozen tissue datasets almost always demonstrated a prototypical pattern of low ARS, high neuronal phenotype, and high CCP scores, in accordance with a classic NEPC immunophenotype. In xenograft and frozen tissue primary datasets, ARS and neuronal phenotype scores completely separated SCPCs / LCNEC from adenocarcinomas (AUC 100%). Annotated adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation generally demonstrated gene signature scores similar to adenocarcinomas, except possibly with slightly elevated neuronal phenotype scores. A few NEPCs from WCMC and SU2C also demonstrated gene signature scores similar to adenocarcinomas, and possibly represented adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation, however specific NEPC subtype was not provided in annotations of these datasets \[[@CR8]\].Fig. 1Gene signature scores across datasets profiling NEPC and adenocarcinomas. (A\[A'\]:B\[B'\]) denotes cohort sizes of A adenocarcinomas and B NEPCs including A' or B' adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation, u denotes mean score of the adenocarcinoma cohort, p denotes *p*-value under t-test comparison of NEPCs versus adenocarcinomas, and (\*) signifies p-values after averaging over multiple samples from the same patient. ARS and neuronal phenotype scores completely separated cohorts (AUC 100%) in xenograft and frozen tissue primary datasets (Lucap-x, VPC-x, MDA-x, MDA), and ARS demonstrated significant cohort differences (*p*\<0.05) across all datasets. CCP was highly correlated to an RB loss signature (mean r=0.96 across datasets; not shown), in agreement with reports showing correlation of CCP and E2F1 targets \[[@CR7]\]. In UW, NEPCs annotated as adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation mostly demonstrated ARS and CCP scores similar to adenocarcinomas. In WCMC and SU2C, NEPCs also sometimes demonstrated gene signature scores similar to adenocarcinomas, and may have corresponded to adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation, however NEPC subtypes were not specified in annotations provided. In JHU-FFPE, 5 SCPCs exhibited ARS scores similar to adenocarcinomas (fold-change \> -0.5 and z-score \> -1), and are investigated further in the JHU-FPE results section. JHU-FFPE scores also demonstrated the least dynamic range across gene signatures, likely related to RNA degradation in FFPE. Gene signature scores were formed by average expression of genes. Among single-sample scoring methods, SVD-based PLAGE has been recognized as a top performer and is equivalent to (signed) average expression for perfectly correlated (and anti-correlated) genes. Indeed, PLAGE and average expression were highly correlated across the NEPC datasets (correlations for CCP \> 0.99, Neuronal \> 0.96, ARS \> 0.95)

Outlier-based meta-analysis identifies NEPC expression patterns on the patient level {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We produced a meta-analysis signature of prototypical high-grade NEPC (omitting adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation) by utilizing 6 frozen tissue microarray datasets profiling 23 NEPC samples (from 15 patients) with SCPC or LCNEC morphology, classic immunophenotype (when provided), and low ARS and high neuronal phenotype scores (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} **,** Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S4) \[[@CR12]--[@CR14], [@CR21], [@CR28], [@CR29]\]. These datasets largely contained NEPCs and adenocarcinomas from similar clinical stages, ideally reducing confounding effects; known adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation were considered separately. RNA-seq datasets were excluded from meta-analysis as it was not possible to separate adenocarcinomas with NE differentiation from the NEPC cohorts based on available annotations. The FFPE dataset, which will be analyzed in detail in a later section, was excluded due to attenuated expression and cohort heterogeneity. We compiled the meta-12 (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}) and meta-9 (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S5) gene-sets, comprised of 69 and 375 genes with consistent outlier status in at least 80% (12/15) and 60% (9/15) of high-grade NEPC patients. Meta-12 genes, which required agreement between NEPCs from at least 4 datasets due to cohort sizes, were enriched for "generation of neurons" (adj p=2.6e-6 in up-genes) and "androgen receptor signaling" (adj p=3.8e-3 in down-genes) but not cell cycle. Rather, "cell division" became the most enriched gene-ontology term among meta-9 up-genes (adj p=2.6e-6), partly due to cell-cycle genes meeting outlier criteria in primary but not necessarily metastatic NEPC. Most meta genes appeared in the literature: 90% of meta-12 including AR, ASCL1, SRRM4, and CCND1, and 78% of meta-9 including PEG10, REST, EZH2, CHGA, and RB1, as expected since published NEPC gene-lists (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S1) used 9 of the NEPC patients. However, outlier analysis potentially missed genes with modest fold-changes or large variability such as HIST1H4C, which was an outlier in 55% of NEPC patients but increased to 92% under relaxed criteria. Metastatic CRPC NEPC samples demonstrated the least outlier agreement overall, while rare adenocarcinomas had NEPC-like outlier behavior and were often associated with notable features (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1).Table 4Meta-12 genes with outlier expression in [\>]{.ul} 80% (12/15) high-grade NEPC patientsGeneNEPC outliers% NEPC \[[@CR15]\]% AdCa \[114\]% Ad+NED \[[@CR5]\]NEPC centroidAdCa centroidUp genes AP3B2151006808.56.5 TUBB2B14.4964011.87.3 CRMP114934609.96.7 PCSK1149332010.86.2 SEZ614934608.56.5 CDC25B13.8927011.59.5 KCNC113.8922407.85.7 TMEM14513.79164011.79.1 CCDC88A13.4894409.07.6 ASCL113.3895010.96.8 ENO213.2885011.69.4 MIAT13.1876010.17.1 SRRM413.1875408.86.4 NPTX113874010.77.2 PHF1913876010.89.2 RNF1831387609.47.2 TOX13874408.66.2 INSM112.9864010.16.9 IGFBPL112.885609.57.1 ELAVL312.6842607.76.0 RUNDC3A12.6845209.17.0 NKX2-112.5835010.07.8 UNC13A12.58361007.86.0 FANCL12.4831012.311.6 SH3GL212.48342010.07.0 FAM161A12.181609.68.9 APLP112804409.37.2 DLL312804409.26.7 DNMT1128042010.58.7 ELAVL412803507.75.7 FGF91280609.57.3 INA128082011.07.6 NPPA1280408.65.9 PCSK21280108.15.5 SNAP25128081009.56.2 SOX212805011.07.3 STMN112803010.69.9Down genes AR14.395507.013.3 AIM114.3955207.710.2 ADRB214933207.811.5 SPDEF1493408.912.0 STEAP11493507.012.7 STEAP21493607.613.3 C1orf11613.993407.811.4 ERGIC113.993508.210.5 LATS213.892407.310.5 NKX3-113.691608.914.9 PMEPA113.6914010.214.5 HOMER213.489307.810.9 ZBTB1613.489508.312.4 ZG16B13.489408.213.0 EPHX213.187209.112.5 SLC45A31387509.114.6 GLUD112.7854010.012.7 SLC44A412.7855207.510.5 CCND112.6848406.910.1 KLK312.684409.312.8 PPAP2A12.6847010.714.8 GRTP112.583406.07.9 YAP112.5834606.49.1 SYNGR212.4834010.813.0 ALDH6A112.382208.711.7 NAP1L212.382506.39.8 HPN12.2815208.011.3 RGS1012.1814010.114.1 RILPL212.181409.111.4 ACPP12803207.311.5 HOXB1312806010.414.2 ICAM31280608.711.0Legend: List of meta-12 genes with % outlier status \[\# patients\] among meta-analysis patients (NEPC, adenocarcinoma, or adenocarcinoma with NE differentiation). Centroids were formed by averaging each gene over NEPC or adenocarcinoma patients

We next examined genes not present on all microarrays but still demonstrating consistent outlier expression. The most prevalent was CCEPR, overexpressed in 11.5/13 (88%) NEPC patients \[[@CR30]\]. This sparsely studied long non-coding RNA did not appear in probe annotation files or GENCODE (v25), but was targeted by probes A_32_P216820 (Agilent), 228679_at (Affymetrix), and 3290641 (Affymetrix exon) based on BLAT; one NEPC gene-list included 228679_at without gene annotation \[[@CR13]\]. Genomic location of CCEPR almost overlapped with the meta-9 up-gene PHYHIPL from the opposite strand, and these genes were highly correlated in meta-analysis datasets (r=0.70-0.93). PHYHIPL probe-set 226623_at moreover had the top co-expression similarity score (3.2e-138) to CCEPR probe-set 228679_at under Multi-Experiment Matrix analysis based on hundreds of Affymetrix datasets \[[@CR31]\].

Meta-12 genes were derived from conceptually similar criteria underlying the recent integrated NEPC classifier \[[@CR8]\]. We adopted further modifications, including nearest centroid scoring and equal weighting of patients, whereas the integrated classifier relied on a single centroid (NEPC) and utilized equal weighting of samples, with significant influence from one patient providing almost half of NEPC samples (6/13) with highly similar expression profiles. The classifiers were similarly sized (69 versus 70 genes; 11 shared), highly correlated across NEPC mCRPC datasets (UM 0.73, SU2C 0.87, WCMC 0.90), and produced identical classifications of SU2C, but disagreed on rare respective discovery samples (2 WCMC NEPCs and 2 UM adenocarcinomas). Both classifiers were based on NEPCs with below average ARS scores (WCMC initially included one NEPC with elevated ARS, which was excluded before derivation of the final classifier). Nearest centroid classification relative to meta-12 centroids (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}) yielded sensitivities and specificities of 91% and 100% on training samples (AUC 100% for correlation difference), and 60-80% and 94-100% in non-training NEPC datasets (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S**2**). In non-prostate datasets, SCLC had the most similar profiles to NEPC, followed by CNS samples (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}); rare cell lines from other sites, including gastric small cell carcinomas, also resembled NEPC. In JHU-FFPE, meta-12 centroid profiles appeared to generate two main clusters, with the predominantly adenocarcinoma cluster containing 5 SCPCs. These SCPCs will be further characterized in the next section.Fig. 2Correlation profiles relative to meta-12 adenocarcinoma and NEPC centroids across datasets. Nearest centroid classification of NEPC datasets demonstrated NEPC sensitivities and specificities of 91% and 100% on training samples, 60% and 98% in SU2C, 80% and 100% in WCMC, and 63% and 94% in JHU-FFPE. Centroid correlation profiles were also evaluated for prostatic adenocarcinoma datasets (TCGA, MSK, Mayo-FFPE) and various human tissue or cell line datasets including SCLC (GSE43346), CCLE (cBioPortal), Human Body Index (GSD7307), ENCODE (GSE19090), and NIH Roadmap (GSE18927). Correlations were generally weaker in FFPE datasets (JHU-FFPE, Mayo-FFPE) and in WCMC derived primarily from biopsies. Rare outlier adenocarcinomas were present across datasets, usually related to low ARS. SCLCs generally had the most similar centroid profile to NEPC followed by small cell gastric carcinoma and CNS-related samples. In JHU-FFPE, 5 SCPCs appeared to cluster with adenocarcinomas, demonstrated ARS scores similar to adenocarcinomas (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3), and are discussed further in the JHU-FFPE results section

JHU-FFPE demonstrates heterogeneity of primary SCPC with associated gene expression patterns relative to signatures and meta-9 genes {#Sec12}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used exon arrays to profile FFPE material of 16 primary SCPCs, 16 high-grade adenocarcinomas, and 1 adenocarcinoma with NE differentiation from our institutional archives (JHU-FFPE) (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), intended to represent the natural heterogeneity of primary SCPC. Primary SCPC is known to frequently co-occur with adenocarcinoma (43% in the largest published series), typically of high Gleason grade ([\>]{.ul} 8 in 85% of cases) \[[@CR6]\]. In JHU-FFPE, 10/16 (62.5%) SCPCs were mixed with adenocarcinomas, mostly of primary Gleason pattern 5 (80%), although only 4 fully matched pairs were available for gene expression profiling. Overall, JHU-FFPE adenocarcinomas were predominantly Gleason grade 9 (88%) by design, and most had primary Gleason pattern 4 (56%).

Primary SCPC is also known to infrequently retain expression of adenocarcinoma markers (AR 17%; PSA 17-19%) or lack expression across neuroendocrine panels (12%) \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Among SCPC samples from JHU-FFPE with available IHC status, 2/9 (22%) expressed AR robustly, 3/9 (33%) expressed AR weakly, 1/12 (9%) expressed PSA, and 1/9 (11%) had joint negativity of synaptophysin, chromogranin, and CD56 (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). SCPCs with robust AR IHC (mixed 57912_S and pure 56107) exhibited unusual hybrid IHC profiles with uniform positivity of some androgen-related (AR, Nkx3.1) and neuroendocrine (synaptophysin, CD56) markers, and negativity of others (PSA and chromogranin) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). On the gene expression level, ARS scores were retained at levels similar to adenocarcinomas (fold-change \> -0.5 and z-score \> -1 relative to adenocarcinomas) in 5/16 (31%) SCPCs (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), corresponding to the SCPCs clustering with adenocarcinomas in the meta-12 centroid profiles (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), including both pure and mixed cases, and comprised of the SCPCs with robustly positive AR IHC (57912_S, 56107) and SCPCs with unknown AR status (56057, 57914, 57915). The robust AR-positive SCPCs both had elevated KLK3 expression despite absence of the PSA protein product on IHC. In other public datasets, annotated SCPCs with similarly retained ARS scores were rare, if present at all (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S**3**).Table 5IHC results of selected JHU-FFPE samplesSCPCAdCaRb1ccnd1PSAnkx3.1ARchgasypCD56Mixed samples (by ID) 56104_S56104_An \| wn \| pn \| pn \| pw \| pp \| np \| np \| n 56105_S56105_An \| wn \| pn \| wn \| pn \| pw \| nw \| nw \| w 56321_S56321_An \| wn \| pn \| pn \| pn \| pn \| nw \| nw \| n 57912_S57912_An \| nn \| pp \| pp \| pn \| np \| np \| p 56111_Snnnnwwpp 56106nnnnnnww 56322npnnwnnnSmall cell only samples 56107pnnwpnpn 56110nnnnnnppLegend: IHC data was available from a tissue microarray including 11 of the samples and for the radical prostatectomy mixed case (57912_A and 57912_S), and scored as positive (p), negative (n), or weak (w). Chromogranin A status for 57912_A and 57912_S was obtained from the diagnostic report Fig. 3Hybrid immunohistochemistry of an unusual mixed tumor. A hybrid IHC profile was observed in an unusual mixed case from JHU-FFPE with concurrent small cell (57912_S) and Gleason 5+4 adenocarcinoma (57912_A) components. The SCPC component appeared to uniformly co-express androgen-related markers (Nkx3.1, AR) and neuroendocrine markers (synaptophysin and CD56/NCAM1 but not chromogranin) by IHC. Unusually, IHC was negative for PSA despite moderate expression of the underlying gene KLK3 (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S11). By contrast, the adenocarcinoma component was IHC positive for PSA and negative for synaptophysin and CD56. Both components were IHC negative for cyclin D1, a proposed marker of SCPC \[[@CR21]\]

Hierarchical clustering relative to meta-9 genes generated 3 main subgroups, labeled "prototypical" adenocarcinomas, "prototypical" SCPCs, and "atypical" SCPCs, which generally corresponded to pure adenocarcinomas, SCPCs with reduced ARS, and SCPCs with retained ARS respectively (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The exceptions were one SCPC outlier with retained ARS (57914) that clustered with prototypical adenocarcinomas, one pure adenocarcinoma outlier (57634) described previously in a case report for its unusually aggressive clinical progression \[[@CR32]\] that clustered with prototypical SCPCs, and heterogeneous behavior of mixed adenocarcinomas. Highly similar hierarchical clusters were generated using the collective genes of the ARS, CCP, and neuronal phenotype signatures, of which 38% (49/128 genes) overlapped with meta-9 genes. By contrast, hierarchical clustering relative to meta-12 genes (noted previously to lack enrichment for cell cycle) failed to produce the subgroup of SCPCs with retained ARS.Fig. 4Hierarchical clustering of JHU-FFPE relative to meta-9 genes. There were 3 main groups, which we labeled "prototypical" adenocarcinomas, "prototypical" SCPCs, and "atypical" SCPCs, and which generally corresponded to pure adenocarcinomas, SCPCs with reduced ARS, and SCPCs with retained ARS respectively. The only exceptions were one SCPC outlier with retained ARS (57914) that clustered with prototypical adenocarcinomas, one pure adenocarcinoma outlier (57634) described previously in a case report that clustered with prototypical SCPCs, and heterogeneous behavior of mixed adenocarcinomas. The adenocarcinoma 57634 clustered near 56322, an SCPC with negative IHC for all 3 neuroendocrine markers synaptophysin, chromogranin, and CD56. The oldest SCPC's (54674 and 56321_S) had low CCP and also clustered together. Meta-9 clustering was consistent with subsequent nearest centroid classification based on 9 prototypical SCPC, 9 prototypical adenocarcinoma, and 4 atypical SCPC with LIMMA-based feature selection (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"})

The pure adenocarcinoma outlier (57634), which behaved similar to prototypical SCPCs under meta-9 and also meta-12, clustered adjacent to the SCPC with joint neuroendocrine marker negativity (56322). Both samples were characterized by low ARS, non-elevated neuronal phenotype, and high CCP scores relative to adenocarcinomas (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We queried for the first 2 joint conditions in other datasets (relaxing the CCP constraint initially), specifically searching for outlier ARS scores (fold-change \< -1, z-score \< -2) and non-elevated neuronal phenotype scores (fold-change \< 0.5, z-score \< 1), with slightly relaxed ARS criteria (fold-change \< -0.75, z-score \< -1.5) for JHU-FFPE and WCMC CRPC due to attenuated expression. We identified 20 such clinical samples from 18 patients across metastatic datasets (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). RAB3B, up-regulated in prostate cancer through AR \[[@CR33]\], was the top-most jointly differentially expressed gene in this subgroup, with reduced expression relative to either NEPCs or adenocarcinomas (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S**4**). CCP levels varied widely among these samples. High levels occurred across multiple datasets and included UM WA46, which was noted to have morphologic features of prostate cancer with NE differentiation \[[@CR8]\]. Low levels potentially reflected response to treatment, as demonstrated in a previous study where ARS and CCP decreased in every patient after ADT (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5) \[[@CR34]\]. This variation in CCP may partially explain the discordance between a recent report of negative correlation between AR signaling and proliferation signatures in metastatic CRPC versus earlier analysis reporting positive correlation between AR and E2F1 \[[@CR7], [@CR35]\].Fig. 5Low ARS without elevated neuronal phenotype samples across clinical datasets. Twenty samples with low ARS and low/average neuronal phenotype scores were identified based on outlier-style cut-offs relative to adenocarcinomas (fold-change \< -1, z-score \< -2 for ARS; fold-change \< 0.5, z-score \< 1 for neuronal phenotype), including known unusual cases such as the case report adenocarcinoma 57634 (JHU-FFPE), and also samples from pure adenocarcinoma datasets (MSKCC). Differential expression analysis was notable for down-expression of RAB3B in this group relative to the remaining adenocarcinomas or NEPCs (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4). These samples also demonstrated a wide range of CCP scores (color axis), where low CCP possibly reflected response to treatment (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5)

Mixed adenocarcinomas were distributed among all 3 meta-9 clustering subgroups, possibly associated with degree of clonal relation with SCPCs. Clonal genomic alterations shared by components of a mixed tumor have been observed in key SCPC genes such as TP53 \[[@CR15]\], and are capable of driving gene expression changes despite maintenance of morphology; for instance, gene expression changes intermediate to SCPC were recently reported in a xenograft model of transdifferentiation derived from a primary prostatic adenocarcinoma with bi-allelic alterations in TP53, RB1, and PTEN \[[@CR12], [@CR36]\]. On the other hand, mixed tumors are also susceptible to improper sampling, especially when components are intermingled. One mixed adenocarcinoma (56104_A), which clustered adjacent to its SCPC component (56104_S), was suspicious for such contamination. It unusually had the highest CCP score among JHU-FFPE adenocarcinomas (and \#6 overall versus \#2 for 56104_S) despite having the lowest Gleason grade (3+4), and one of the highest neuroendocrine phenotype scores (\#3 overall versus \#1 for 56104_S), including elevated expression levels of genes underlying chromogranin, synaptophysin, and CD56 despite IHC negativity. On one TMA core of the mixed tumor, an adenocarcinoma gland appeared upon deeper cuts of the SCPC component, demonstrating their close proximity (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6). We also speculated whether the mixed SCPC outlier (57914) might similarly be contaminated with adenocarcinoma, but had no evidence other than the remote possibility gleaned from its diagnostic report, which noted areas of merging with Gleason grade 5+5 prostatic adenocarcinoma.

Meta-9 derived subgroups yield a differential expression based classifier for prototypical and atypical SCPC in the primary setting {#Sec13}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comparison of SCPC and adenocarcinomas from JHU-FFPE produced 385 differentially expressed genes by LIMMA (111 up, 274 down) (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6), including 124 (32%) from literature NEPC gene lists. Down-genes included numerous prostate specific genes (e.g., KLK3, NKX3-1) and the known NEPC-related genes CCND1 and REST \[[@CR4]\]. Up-genes were enriched for "cell cycle" (adj p=7.8e-10) but included only 1 neuronal phenotype gene despite presence of the neuronal gene repressor REST among the down genes. We explored the exon array's ability to detect known truncated splice variants associated with reduced REST activity, given that probe-set 2728423 targeted the 50-62bp cryptic exon found in neuroblastoma (hREST-N62), small cell lung cancer (sREST), and presumably NEPC \[[@CR14], [@CR37], [@CR38]\]. There was no evidence of cryptic exon use in JHU-FFPE, however we could not rule out poor probe-set performance (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S7) \[[@CR39]\]. Differential expression increased substantially by reducing cohort heterogeneity (e.g., 5.8-fold to 2235 genes by removing SCPCs with retained ARS). Nearest centroid classification, based on SCPC versus adenocarcinoma with LIMMA feature selection, reflected this known heterogeneity and achieved an estimated error rate of 25% (8/32) under LOOCV, with incorrect predictions of cases highlighted by meta-9 clustering: the 5 SCPCs with retained ARS, the 2 mixed adenocarcinomas clustering with SCPCs, and the pure adenocarcinoma outlier.

We constructed a new set of cohorts based on meta-9 clusters. We selected 9 prototypical SCPCs and 9 prototypical adenocarcinomas by excluding non-standard samples: specifically mixed adenocarcinomas, the outlier adenocarcinoma, adenocarcinomas associated with NE differentiation, SCPCs with robust AR positive IHC or retained ARS, and samples archived over 10 years in FFPE. We then selected the 4 atypical SCPCs with retained ARS, excluding the outlier 57914. LIMMA produced 1624 differentially expressed genes between prototypical categories, 118 between atypical SCPC and prototypical adenocarcinoma, and 115 between atypical and prototypical SCPC (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S7). Most differentially expressed genes involving atypical SCPC were already differentially expressed between prototypical categories (79/118 and 97/115 genes; p=1.7e-63 and 4.8e-95), with greatest enrichment for "cell cycle phase" (p=1.9e-28) and including known NEPC-related epigenetic genes (EZH2, DNMT1, HIST1H4C). Thus, atypical SCPCs demonstrated a hybrid or intermediate phenotype.

Nearest centroid classification based on the 3 newly defined cohorts and common genes between [\>]{.ul} 2 pair-wise LIMMA comparisons (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}) achieved an estimated error rate of 4.5% (1/22), with incorrect prediction of the atypical SCPC training sample 56107 (although correct classification before LOOCV). On remaining non-training samples, 4/10 classified discordantly with diagnoses: the meta-9 outliers (57914, 57634) and 2/5 mixed adenocarcinomas (56321_A as atypical SCPC, 56104_A as prototypical SCPC; also under models derived after excluding their matched SCPC from training). Behavior of mixed adenocarcinomas, especially considering biopsies, may thus potentially be prognostic of an underlying undetected SCPC component in a subset of cases presumably enriched for mixed tumors with shared clonal driver alterations. On the other hand, 56104_A may have contained an admixed population of SCPC cells as discussed earlier, and if so, it is possible its true adenocarcinoma component might no longer be prognostic.Table 6Differentially expressed genes common to 2 or more LIMMA comparisons between: 9 prototypical SCPC, 9 prototypical AdCa, and 4 atypical SCPC, with associated centroidsGeneADSCASAD (SCAN)SC (SCAN)AS (SCAN)TPX25.406.737.410.161.101.33CHEK14.425.546.120.020.460.55CKAP2L4.675.575.70-0.040.410.29HMMR3.994.765.17-0.070.250.30CDCA24.325.055.45-0.130.190.29KIF154.165.155.26-0.070.410.39ARHGAP11B5.115.946.230.050.440.51ANLN4.605.576.100.000.490.61WDHD14.355.075.750.020.310.47NCAPG24.605.375.730.030.390.48TMPO5.886.747.370.300.971.21KIF2C4.605.215.29-0.110.140.15CASC54.355.185.44-0.040.430.44DLGAP54.215.495.96-0.040.680.73TIMELESS5.285.656.04-0.060.140.28HMGB27.228.479.120.290.840.94IQGAP35.496.186.25-0.040.380.35MKI675.156.516.970.010.900.96STMN15.947.127.230.110.920.91PBK3.804.855.34-0.120.280.34SKA34.305.495.85-0.020.560.63ARHGAP11A4.515.495.87-0.100.370.36TOP2A5.216.947.840.161.371.66E2F75.175.916.05-0.080.330.30HJURP5.656.676.770.000.540.55CDC74.154.975.27-0.070.270.34BRIP14.034.925.46-0.080.360.52KIF113.944.955.49-0.090.490.58UBE2C6.457.387.590.120.961.12PTTG17.109.169.200.231.251.08NCAPG4.465.816.250.110.900.95HIST1H2AJ7.108.158.550.320.991.27CENPF4.866.516.96-0.020.901.00ASPM4.275.746.28-0.060.710.83CIT5.296.026.17-0.060.380.38NEK24.905.635.98-0.060.240.33CDKN2C5.326.216.37-0.190.190.25HIST1H2BO6.518.047.88-0.081.061.32MELK4.205.265.54-0.040.580.53NDC804.205.545.82-0.020.650.63HIST1H4C7.869.069.351.252.352.26CENPK4.115.325.94-0.010.470.57GINS14.495.596.22-0.110.430.66CDKN34.816.066.81-0.030.490.59CNIH26.086.606.840.040.280.33ESCO24.064.554.69-0.170.000.05NUF24.545.795.66-0.010.570.35NUSAP15.476.917.450.151.151.25KIF234.745.645.85-0.010.460.38CDK14.105.085.22-0.040.400.41FBXO55.156.196.630.090.560.63CDC205.956.556.710.070.390.45PLK43.944.785.03-0.030.400.39HIST1H3B4.876.597.290.191.441.71CCNB14.966.116.570.050.700.80SGOL13.994.955.07-0.010.590.54CENPE3.834.785.17-0.090.360.42DEPDC1B4.435.515.59-0.110.330.27CLSPN4.545.825.69-0.100.530.40CENPW4.305.646.14-0.090.500.72FANCI4.425.305.67-0.010.460.48LIN94.254.865.26-0.090.140.22DNMT16.617.257.390.310.710.72KIF4B5.746.306.380.040.480.72ESPL15.265.775.90-0.140.100.17EZH25.486.386.610.140.680.68LMNB15.346.666.910.040.630.67CEP554.505.395.40-0.150.250.18WDR764.796.066.250.060.690.69TUBB2B7.078.177.90-0.081.180.78DTL4.535.716.23-0.050.560.69KIF18A3.624.734.73-0.160.330.24GTSE15.295.875.93-0.020.310.31TROAP6.587.077.260.120.510.64BUB14.785.785.79-0.060.470.40RN7SL720P3.474.194.56-0.35-0.14-0.04SPAG55.406.116.530.010.390.47MYLK-AS16.946.226.000.770.410.37CCND18.137.087.320.890.230.44KLK39.856.409.582.870.222.21KLK29.816.229.512.560.122.13ZNF6156.564.716.840.890.060.96TMPRSS28.255.028.011.74-0.011.36NKX3-18.296.448.411.19-0.241.25PMEPA17.946.317.891.490.291.28HOXB138.505.438.521.340.081.17KLK48.856.558.851.920.151.70SNORA59A5.844.947.220.920.351.23ACPP8.584.798.042.350.041.59FOLH17.344.667.251.800.061.37TRGC19.104.739.171.34-0.021.02ZNF3506.804.776.510.940.110.74BMPR1B6.514.797.320.99-0.011.28DSC26.294.946.980.570.020.93PDE3B6.415.106.270.600.080.58FOLH1B7.234.527.071.42-0.050.97ZNF6137.515.957.511.090.441.02RNF138P17.213.647.501.710.191.76GCNT25.334.645.970.22-0.020.44SLC45A38.186.428.021.440.041.10PRR166.755.417.020.720.100.81ZNF6145.884.776.040.330.010.47TULP36.155.686.640.670.540.91MID26.225.146.200.530.050.51ZG16B8.307.018.420.720.230.72TRGC27.464.367.371.52-0.031.27ERGIC18.176.538.021.370.451.21NCOR17.256.367.500.920.521.03SPDEF7.906.447.500.96-0.020.66ALG135.815.026.090.660.300.76POTEF7.685.378.411.430.361.32GRHL27.385.247.131.140.140.96SH3RF17.216.097.560.930.221.08CREB3L47.205.967.230.940.200.90CAMKK27.286.147.350.770.200.85WNK17.566.797.911.120.771.38ZNF6498.196.417.901.370.481.19PPAP2A7.685.978.461.540.431.85C1orf1167.445.937.401.030.201.01ABCC47.865.326.611.610.070.66ARHGAP66.485.436.790.50-0.110.55RAB27B5.924.776.090.650.090.65ZNF4326.245.026.490.680.180.72ENOSF16.275.516.900.480.190.75AMELX5.644.666.330.49-0.090.65SLC30A47.905.407.181.540.090.91THRB5.945.276.100.330.040.40HEATR5B5.584.925.680.480.220.52CROT5.114.445.110.310.020.23SLC44A48.126.087.981.240.141.16TTC196.746.027.260.790.430.87AADAT5.864.616.390.620.130.85ZNF6165.484.655.710.370.160.49CCDC1604.512.934.730.26-0.100.27STEAP28.175.627.862.060.251.58ADPRM5.114.375.250.28-0.010.33TBX37.106.037.560.63-0.040.90AR7.656.027.841.050.161.15EEF29.778.609.662.471.482.22ZNF8806.655.816.930.550.220.76HERC36.695.546.710.970.320.87NEDD4L7.455.397.061.110.200.78ARSD-AS16.765.146.721.690.381.60ZNF33A5.915.066.290.550.330.71MIOS6.134.916.480.740.280.84CPNE47.814.496.251.660.000.72ARSD6.715.616.720.14-0.200.14IQGAP25.764.625.570.530.030.38ACACA7.165.697.381.080.341.15MALT16.634.976.441.110.150.86KIAA15516.745.977.041.020.731.35KIAA12447.946.217.931.310.311.26REPS27.035.627.200.750.050.71RASSF36.165.166.400.750.200.88ADIPOR26.746.217.090.530.330.73CLK46.114.966.330.620.250.69AMD17.135.867.681.240.481.45SLC35F25.684.575.470.05-0.24-0.04SCMH17.156.387.330.930.521.00ALDH6A16.385.636.330.580.160.51PDE9A7.155.596.730.730.020.54KDM5A5.975.326.410.440.270.67ANKRD506.735.657.620.900.501.52C1orf217.856.748.101.020.451.16GNB2L110.038.9810.401.331.001.49RANBP3L5.854.266.100.710.000.76IGBP16.686.166.970.630.400.79PPAPDC1B7.176.127.020.780.110.63MSMB8.434.458.342.390.031.94C12orf45.084.505.450.330.090.50ZNF5777.305.576.781.160.280.90ZNF8416.675.556.691.150.511.11RN7SL97P3.754.773.57-0.45-0.16-0.54POTEH8.094.749.36POTEH-AS17.545.607.79FAM115A6.886.046.98Legend: Cohorts of 9 prototypical adenocarcinomas, 9 prototypical SCPCs, and 4 atypical SCPCs were formed from meta-9 clusters after removing outliers, mixed adenocarcinomas, adenocarcinomas associated with NE differentiation, and samples archived over 10 years in FFPE. Differentially expressed genes were calculated by LIMMA for all possible pair-wise comparisons of cohorts, and filtered for genes shared by 2 or more comparisons. This resulted in 176 genes consisting of 79 genes (77 up, 2 down) differentially expressed in common between either prototypical SCPCs or atypical SCPCs versus prototypical adenocarcinomas, and 97 genes (1 up, 96 down) differentially expressed in common between prototypical SCPCs and either prototypical adenocarcinomas or atypical SCPCs. Centroids for each cohort (values in the table) were formed for this gene-set and transferred to the GRID database under SCAN normalization for use in a nearest-centroid classifier model

We transferred the 3-centroid classifier to the GenomeDx GRID**®** by reformulating centroids under SCAN (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}), a single-sample normalization method compatible with routine clinical lab environments although susceptible to batch effects. JHU-FFPE samples were handled relatively uniformly, yet demonstrated notable effects based on RNA processing date (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S8); nevertheless SCAN (compared to RMA) empirically produced identical classification of JHU-FFPE, suggesting robustness. We applied the 3-centroid model to selected GRID**®** adenocarcinoma cohorts, and found that 2 Prospective (0.09%), no JHU-RP (0%), and 2 Mayo (0.3%) samples classified as prototypical SCPC, and 4 Prospective (0.17%), 2 JHU-RP (0.6%), and 10 Mayo (1.3%) samples classified as atypical SCPC (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Both JHU-RP samples with atypical SCPC classification were part of a distinct cluster of 4 samples featuring the highest CCP and 3 lowest ARS scores among JHU-RP, and all 4 subsequently developed metastases. Mayo had greater proportions classifying as SCPC but included suspected false positives far from training samples with low correlations to all 3 centroids. In the earlier meta-12 analysis (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the Mayo-FFPE dataset similarly exhibited multiple samples with low correlations to both meta-12 centroids. Mayo samples overall also had weaker correlations to the adenocarcinoma centroid (r=0.82) versus samples from Prospective (r=0.92) or JHU-RP (r=0.89).Fig. 6Nearest 3-centroid classification of GRID® RP adenocarcinoma cohorts. We assessed performance of nearest centroid classification in GRID® RP adenocarcinoma cohorts Prospective (N=2993), JHU-RP (N=355), and Mayo (N=780) relative to centroids AD (prototypical adenocarcinoma), SC (prototypical SCPC), and AS (atypical SCPC). Two Prospective (0.09%) and no JHU-RP (0%) samples were classified as prototypical SCPC while 4 Prospective (0.17%) and 2 JHU-RP (0.6%) samples were classified as atypical SCPC. A greater proportion of Mayo samples (1.6%) were classified as SCPC but likely included false positives with low correlations to all 3 centroids

We remark that our JHU-FFPE datasets had variable archive ages (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), which potentially impacted expression and is discussed further in the next section. SCPCs and adenocarcinomas were at least relatively balanced (mean 3.6 and 3.0 years after removing the oldest sample), ideally minimizing differential bias. By contrast, cohorts demonstrated a few notable differences in tissue sources, for example pure adenocarcinomas were all biopsies. This potentially affected both expression and differential expression, however we at least found no significant differences by LIMMA between biopsies and TURPs (the most common sources) when restricted to SCPCs, or among all samples.

FFPE introduces an extra source of variability to the JHU-FFPE dataset {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Principal components analysis of JHU-FFPE, considering all genes for an unsupervised approach, demonstrated rough separation of phenotypes, intermediate behavior of mixed adenocarcinomas, and discordant behavior of the meta-9 outlier samples (57914, 57634) (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Of all 33 principal components, the second (PC2) best separated phenotypes (AUC 86.3%) and had the greatest magnitude correlations to each of CCP (r = -0.88), ARS (r=0.69), and neuronal phenotype scores (r=-0.54), with higher correlation to the difference of ARS and CCP (r=0.93). Indeed, under GSEAPreranked applied to the PC2 gene coefficients, NELSON-RESPONSE-TO-ANDROGEN-UP was the \#2 most up-regulated gene-set (out of 3739 gene-sets from the Molecular Signatures Database curated collection C2 after size filters), while the top down-regulated gene-sets were largely cell cycle related (ROSTY-CERVICAL-PROLIFERATION-CLUSTER was \#1, REACTOME-CELL-CYCLE was the top Reactome pathway at \#28, and KEGG-CELL-CYCLE was the top KEGG pathway at \#82). By contrast, in principal component analyses of the 4 frozen tissue primary or xenograft NEPC datasets, the first principal component (PC1) always separated NEPCs from adenocarcinomas (AUC 100%) (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S9), and moreover always had the greatest magnitude correlations to ARS (r=-0.76 to -0.98), neuronal phenotype (r=0.87 to 0.98), and CCP scores (r=0.57 to 0.93), with the exception of CCP in 1/4 datasets.Fig. 7Principal components analysis of JHU-FFPE. SCPCs and adenocarcinomas were generally separated by principal components analysis. Mixed adenocarcinomas exhibited roughly intermediate behavior, although we questioned whether 56104_A contained an accidental admixture with its neighboring small cell component 56104_S. One SCPC (57915) and one pure adenocarcinoma (57634) clustered with opposite phenotypes, similar to meta-9 clustering. Among SCPCs with known AR or PSA-positivity, two clustered side by side in a relatively intermediate territory (57915, 56107) while the third was loosely in the vicinity (57912_S). Of all principal components, PC2 separated SCPCs from adenocarcinomas best (AUC 86%) and was highly correlated to the difference between ARS and CCP (r=0.93). By contrast in frozen tissue primary and xenograft NEPC datasets, respective PC1\'s separated SCPCs from adenocarcinomas best (AUC 100%) and was highly correlated to the difference between CCP and ARS (r=0.75-0.98) (Supp Figure 9). Thus in JHU-FFPE, PC1 represented a different source of greatest variability. Examination of its top coefficients by magnitude revealed that PC1 was highly anti-correlated to the average expression of various ribosomal subunits (r = -0.93) including RPL19, known to be an effective reference gene. Two SCPCs (56321_S, autopsy 54674) had the largest PC1 magnitudes and were archived 14-16 years (versus 0-6 years for other SCPCs), perhaps reflecting higher levels of RNA degradation; however the oldest adenocarcinoma (56321_A) did not exhibit this trend

Thus in JHU-FFPE, its first principal component (PC1, representing the direction of greatest variability) appeared to include a different source of variability. While still demonstrating moderate correlations to ARS (r=-0.62) and neuronal phenotype (r=0.46) and to lesser degree to CCP (r=-0.20), PC1 did not separate phenotypes very well (AUC 61.7%), and its greatest magnitudes were notably from SCPCs of oldest FFPE age (54674, 56321_S), both archived 14-16 years (versus 0-6 years for other SCPCs). There was moderate correlation between PC1 and archive age (r=0.50), and PC1 modestly differentiated older archived samples (\> 3y in FFPE) versus newer samples (p=0.04). We also tested whether PC1 was associated with sample type (biopsies versus TURPs) but did not find evidence for this (p=0.48). We applied GSEAPreranked to better characterize the source of variability captured by PC1. The most down-regulated gene-sets were related to RNA translation (REACTOME-SRP-DEPENDENT-COTRANSLATIONAL-TARGETING-TO-MEMBRANE was \#1 while KEGG-RIBOSOME was the top KEGG pathway at \#5). Eighteen of the top 100 gene coefficients by magnitude corresponded to ribosomal protein subunits, with PC1 highly anti-correlated to their average gene expression (r=-0.93). These genes included RPL19, which has been used previously in FFPE gene expression analysis to normalize sample input \[[@CR40]\]. Up-regulated gene-sets were considerably rarer (47 versus 2104 with nominal p-val \< 0.01), and included epigenetic-related gene-sets (e.g., KONDO-PROSTATE-CANCER-WITH-H3K27ME3 was \#3).

Given the possible influence of the variable archive ages in JHU-FFPE on gene expression, we attempted to investigate individual gene performance. Since the exon array contained probe-sets for almost every exon of a gene, probe-sets targeting the same transcript ideally behaved concordantly, and we defined correlation strength (CS) as average correlation between probe-sets targeting the same gene and restricted here to genes with 10 or more probe-sets. CS was considerably weaker in FFPE datasets versus a frozen tissue dataset, with decline related to archive age and presumably to RNA degradation (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S10). In JHU-FFPE, CS was lower for neuronal phenotype genes (mean 0.24) versus cell cycle progression genes (0.36) or AR-signaling genes (0.56), consistent with the relative paucity of neuronal genes in differential expression analysis. For instance, CHGA had relatively weak CS versus frozen tissue (CS=0.31 versus 0.77), while androgen-related genes (KLK3, KLK2, ACPP) had the highest CS (0.86-0.88) and standard deviations (1.90-1.95) (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S11). Accuracy in FFPE has been reported to improve upon using each gene's most variable probe-set \[[@CR16]\]. Compatible with this, CS increased on average by 0.14 in JHU-FFPE upon restricting to each gene's 5 most variable probe-sets, likely through exclusion of weakly binding, oversaturated, or unused alternative exon probe-sets. We also investigated expression in JHU-FFPE of the gene CCEPR, elevated in 88% of NEPCs in the meta-analysis. CS no longer applied since only one exon probe-set (3290641) targeted CCEPR. This probe-set did not differentiate between phenotypes (nominal p=0.54 compared with its neighbor PHYHIPL p=0.05), had relatively narrow dynamic range, and lost correlation to PHYHIPL (r=0.17 versus 0.71 in NIH Roadmap data), suggesting poor performance in FFPE.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

We utilized an outlier-based meta-analysis approach to study prototypical high-grade NEPC across multiple frozen tissue datasets, although more sophisticated methods have also been described \[[@CR41]\]. We believe meta-12 centroids may provide a useful tool to assess for prototypical high-grade NEPC status given high quality frozen tissue expression data, however we also found evidence of highly similar meta-12 centroid correlation profiles between prototypical high-grade NEPC and small cell carcinomas from lung and possibly other sites, reflecting the challenge of determining site of origin in small cell carcinoma of unknown primary. Although we did not validate individual genes in this study, e.g. via PCR or RNA in-situ hybridization, we believe meta-12 genes are strong candidates for potential diagnostic markers, either through RNA or protein; in a previous study, we found that cyclin D1 performed effectively as a negative IHC marker of SCPC \[[@CR21]\], and further evaluation of selected meta-12 genes, both up and down, is currently underway.

We provided one of the largest gene expression datasets to date of primary SCPC and high-grade adenocarcinoma, albeit in FFPE, including significant proportions of mixed SCPCs (63%), slightly above estimates from the literature (40-50%), and SCPCs with preserved AR signaling (31%), slightly above reported frequencies of AR-positive or PSA-positive SCPC (17-20%) \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Based on meta-signature-derived subgroups of this dataset, we developed a nearest 3-centroid classifier for primary samples profiled by exon array. One adenocarcinoma, with highly aggressive metastatic progression described in a previous case report, was classified as prototypical SCPC. Two mixed adenocarcinomas (40%) were additionally classified as SCPC (1 prototypical, 1 atypical), suggesting that mixed cases might be enriched for SCPC signatures in their adenocarcinoma components, due perhaps to shared clonal origins although possibly false positives from admixture. The classifier may thus provide utility for detection of mixed cases in the biopsy setting, where only the adenocarcinoma component might get sampled.

Rare adenocarcinomas among GRID**®** cohorts were also classified as SCPCs under the 3-centroid model, similar to behavior of the JHU-FFPE outlier or unusual mixed adenocarcinomas. Percentages of such GRID**®** cases (0.3-0.6%, excluding Mayo due to suspected false positives) were generally below the presumptive frequency of SCPC (often reported as 0.5-2%) \[[@CR42]\], roughly in line with expectations given that GRID**®** cohorts consisted of RP adenocarcinomas and inherently excluded SCPCs. We suspect these cases may correspond to diagnostically challenging poorly differentiated tumors, misdiagnosed samples, mixed adenocarcinomas, or fortuitously sampled occult SCPC components, however further investigation is necessary. Cases were also too scarce for meaningful Kaplan-Meier analysis, however the 2 JHU-RP cases with atypical SCPC classification belonged to a cluster of 4 cases that all subsequently developed metastases. Thus, we speculate the classifier may detect unusually aggressive cases and potentially have prognostic relevance.

One main limitation of our study was the lack of an independent validation set of primary SCPCs to test the 3-centroid classifier. In contrast to the multiple large GRID**®** adenocarcinoma cohorts, few SCPCs have been profiled on the GRID**®**, due to rarity of diagnosis and also scarcity of tissue, given that SCPC patients have traditionally been treated with systemic therapy (usually after biopsy-based diagnosis) and not with RP. Moreover, patients found to have unexpected SCPC upon RP would typically have little need for prognostic clinical RNA expression testing on the GRID**®**. Consequently we were not aware of other exon array datasets with annotated SCPCs. However, it was at least encouraging that the 2 JHU-FFPE SCPCs excluded from training due to old archive age were indeed classified as prototypical SCPCs despite their outlier PCA trends.

Another limitation of the classifier was its derivation from relatively few atypical SCPCs, indicating a need for more samples to definitively establish whether cases such as 57912_S with a uniform hybrid IHC pattern and small cell morphology are indeed a true subcategory with common underlying genomic properties. Similarly, the pattern of low ARS without neuronal over-expression may deserve a separate category in the primary or metastatic setting, but also requires more examples. Such non-standard cases, often manifesting as hybrid or unusual IHC profiles, can be puzzling for pathologists to evaluate. The ultimate clinical question will be whether these potential expression-based subtypes have prognostic relevance or predict response to therapy. Anecdotally, the outlier adenocarcinoma in our JHU-FFPE dataset with low ARS and non-elevated neuronal expression had unusually aggressive metastatic progression described in a case report \[[@CR32]\]. We did not have access to outcome data of the atypical hybrid SCPCs in our dataset and were not aware of other hybrid SCPCs in the literature, however rare adenocarcinoma cases with aggressive progression and hybrid IHC co-expression of AR and chromogranin have been reported \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\]. There is also increasing evidence for lineage plasticity between adenocarcinoma and neuroendocrine phenotypes in metastatic prostate cancer, induced upon anti-androgen therapy and partially reversed through epigenetic interventions such as EZH2 inhibition \[[@CR43]--[@CR45]\]. Our atypical hybrid SCPCs, as well as the outlier adenocarcinoma, overexpressed epigenetic genes including EZH2. We hope increased recognition of these unusual phenotypes will lead to larger collections of cases and eventual clarity on their clinical relevance.

Conclusions {#Sec16}
===========

Meta-analysis generates a robust signature of prototypical high-grade NEPC, with close resemblance to small cell lung cancer. Atypical NEPC potentially includes a hybrid subcategory exhibiting preserved AR-signaling and a non-neuronal subcategory with AR loss and high proliferation but without expression of neuroendocrine markers that may overlap with adenocarcinomas. In the primary setting, FFPE material may be used to generate a classifier of SCPC incorporating disease heterogeneity, with potential prognostic implications. However, further testing with a proper validation set is required.
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:   Adenocarcinoma

ARS

:   AR-signaling (gene signature)

CCP

:   Cell cycle progression (gene signature)

CRPC

:   Castration-resistant prostate cancer

FFPE

:   Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded

LCNEC

:   Large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma

LOOCV

:   Leave-one-out cross-validation

NED

:   Neuroendocrine differentiation

NEPC

:   Neuroendocrine prostate cancer

SCLC

:   Small cell lung cancer

SCPC

:   Small cell prostatic cancer
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